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ENGLISH 205: A New Core 

Course for English Majors 

Zailig Pollock, Trent University 

Introduction 

Last year the English Department at Trent 
University introduced a workshop-based 
core course for second-year English majors, 
English 205: Methods of Literary Analysis. The 
course, which was developed over almost 
two years of intensive planning, had several 
interrelated objectives, which it appears to 
be fulfilling quite well: 
1) To give students the opportunity to learn 

and practise the kinds of analytical skills 
which we expect of our majors. 

2) To experiment with new forms of 
interactive learning as a supplement to 
the lecture/ seminar system. 

3)To investigate the potential of audio-visual 
aids and electronic communication. 

4)To reduce Department workloads. 

At the request of Michael Keefer I have 
put together the following description of the 
course, along with some general 
observations, in the hope that it may prove 
useful to other departments responding to 
some of the same pressures, financial and 
otherwise, that we have been facing. 

Description of English 205 

Students in English 205 are assigned to one of 
two sections, consisting of 100-120 students 
each (although there is no reason, apart from 
space, why the sections could not be much 
bigger). Each section meets for a three-hour 
workshop once a week, which is directed by 
a course instructor with the assistance of five 
fourth-year Honours students who act as 

facilitators and markers. (Since Trent is 
primarily an undergraduate university, 
graduate TA's are few and far between.) The 
two sections of the course are divided into 
ten discussion groups of approximately 10-
12 students each. Each facilitator is assigned 
two groups with which he or she stays 
throughout the year. 

Workshop structure 

Workshops vary considerably in structure, 
but most consist of three sections: 1) a 
presentation; 2) a discussion period; and 3) 
an assignment, usually, though not always, 
a written one. There is a fifteen-minute break 
after the presentation, during which written 
assignments from previous workshops are 
returned, and students have the opportunity 
to stretch their legs,have a snack, talk to their 
instructor or facilitator, or whatever. 

Presentations typically take no more 
than an hour. The instructor gives a 
presentation on a particular aspect of literary 
analysis illustrated by detailed discussions 
of several passages from previously assigned 
material. (Topics discussed include: Allusion; 
Bibliography; Closure; Connotation and 
Denotation; Critical Discourse (Approaches); 
Critical Discourse (Rhetoric); Diction; 
Figurative Language; Form; Form in Motion; 
Irony; Metaphor; Myth; Parody; Plot and 
Story; Point of View; Rhythm and Metre; 
Setting; Symbolism; Textual Editing; Using 
the Vax; Voice.) The passages to be discussed 
are displayed through overhead projection 
and there is substantial use of audio-visual 
aids to provide illustrations and analogies 
from music, the visual arts, movies, 
television, advertisements, videos 
(commercial and home-made), etc. Outlines 
of the presentations and assignments are 
distributed at least one week ahead of time, 
in printed form and on Gopher. The 



presenters assume that the students have 
already familiarized themselves with the 
texts being discussed, with the presentation 
outline, and with the assignment. This makes 
it possible to keep presentations short, by 
cutting outrepetitiveexpositionandfocusing 
on actual demonstrations of the techniques 
involved. 

Discussions, at which students are 
encouraged to go over the presentation and 
the week's assignment with the members of 
their group, typically take about half to three 
quarters of an hour. 

The discussion groups tend naturally 
to break down into smaller groups of 4 or 5 
which regroup at the end to share 
conclusions. The facilitators act as resources, 
rather than as seminar leaders. That is, they 
are there to provide advice and information 
when asked; but it is up to the students to 
consult with them as required. 

Assignments typically take about an 
hour and are handed in at the end of the 
workshop. There are written assignments 
two weeks out of three. Of these eight are 
assigned a percentage grade; the rest a pass I 
fail grade. There is a creative writing option 
for most of the pass I fail assignments. These 
are handed in the following week. Creative 
pieces must be closely related to the 
workshop topic and must be accompanied 
by a critical analysis making use of concepts 
and terms discussed in the workshop. 

For one workshop in three there is no 
written assignment. These workshops take 
various forms, but typically the final hour is 
devoted to the results of the discussion period 
in the form of reports or presentations. 

Each week a list of readings keyed to 
the following week's workshop is handed 
out and posted on Gopher. Typically these 
assignments are quite short-- a few poems or 
short stories (from X.J. Kennedy and Dana 
Gioia, An Introduction to Poetry and Neil 
Besner and David Staines, The Short Story in 
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English)andsomeentriesfromM.H.Abrams, 
A Glossary of Literary Terms. Each workshop 
deals very closely with the material assigned 
the previous week and students are expected 
to come to the workshop fully prepared. 

Assessment 

The final grade on the course is based on: 1) 
eight graded assignments, 2) eight pass I fail 
assignments, and 3) attendance at the eight 
workshops for which there are no written 
assignments. Each of the twenty-four 
workshops is given equal weight. There are 
no formal papers, seminar reports, tests, or 
examinations. · 

Students have the option of rewriting 
any pass/fail assignment which they have 
failed until they pass it. They also have the 
option of rewriting any two graded 
assignments, one per term. 

For each pass/fail assignment which 
is passed, andforeachnon-writingworkshop 
which is attended, the grade assigned is 
equal to the average of the eight graded 
assignments. For each pass/fail assignment 
which is failed, and for each non-writing 
workshop which is missed, the grade 
assigned is zero. 

E-mail 

Students are strongly encouraged to take 
advantage of the many research and 
communication facilities available on the 
Trent's VAX. To this end, they are all assigned 
e-mail accounts on the VAX and are required 
to do one assignment demonstrating their 
ability to use e-mail, Gopher, TOPCAT (the 
Trent Library electronic catalogue), etc. 
Students are particularly encouraged to make 
use of e-mail to communicate with their 
fellow-students and their instructors and 
facilitators. 
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General Observations 

1) Student response. 

Student response to the course, judging 
by a midyear and end-of-year course evalu
ation, has been very positive. Most of the 
students seem to have enjoyed the course, 
but even of those who did not, the majority 
found it useful: over 90% of the respondents 
said thatthey found the topics covered in the 
course had proven useful in their other 
English courses. Aspects of the course which 
met with particular approval were the use of 
e-mail, the use of audio-visual aids, the 
discussion periods (with frequent reference 
to the role of the facilitators). Many students 
found the workload heavy, even though the 
course involves relatively little reading. This 
seems to reflect the fact that they were 
required to attend every week and to be fully 
prepared for each workshop; also, that they 
were required to do many more writing 
assignments than in a traditional English 
course. According to the mid-year 
evaluations, many students found the in
class writing very stressful, and, in response, 
we offered some alternatives in second term. 
By the end of the year most students had 
come to terms with the in-class writing. 
Some had even become enthusiastic aboutit, 
commenting that they now found exams less 
daunting; that they appreciated getting all 
the work out of the way in class-time; that 
they had learned to focus their thoughts 
more effectively. For what it's worth, at the 
end of the year, one third of the students paid 
$12.00 for the English 205 T-shirt with the 
course motto, 'That which does not destroy 
us makes us strong.' 

2) Faculty response. 

The two faculty members teaching the 
course were struck by the overall 
improvement in writing and analytical skills 

shown by the students, which was clearly 
the result of the large amount of the intensive 
writing in the course and the opportunities 
for revision. It is too early to tell how 
transferable these skills will be, but a number 
of our colleagues in other courses have 
claimed to see improvements in seminar 
presentations and sight passages in 
examinations. 

3)Workload. 

a) Course instructors. Each instructor in English 
205wascredited witha .Sloadforthecourse; 
in addition, each was assigned only one 
other course. (The Department average is 
approximately 2.5.) Since the two instructors 
shared presentations (each one giving his 
presentation twice) and since there were 
several guest ·presenters, each instructor 
prepared only about 8 one-hour 
presentations in the course of the year. In the 
week in which a presenter was on, he stayed 
for all of his own three-hour section and the 
first hour of the other section at which he 
gave the presentation. Other weeks he 
attended only his own section. The average 
time spent at workshops was, therefore, just 
over 3 hours a week. In addition, there was 
also a weekly one-hour meeting with the 
facilitators which both instructors attended. 
The heaviest part of the workload was the 
marking, especially since the instructors read 
all of the pieces and assigned final grades. 
This coming year we have cut down the 
marking load somewhat by reducing the 
number of assignments, increasing the 

- proportion of pass/fail assignments, and 
allowing the markers to assign final grades 
on some assignments towards the end of the 
year. 
b) Other faculty. As a result of the introduction 
of English 205 teaching loads for other full
time faculty ( calculated on the basis of student 
numbers and contact hours) dropped 10-
15%. 



4)Computers 
Students were sceptical at first, but by 

the final evaluation, most mentioned this as 
one of the most valuable features of the 
course. The instructors found e-mail a very 
useful alternative to office hours. Students 
who wanted to see us personally still did so, 
but hundreds of inquiries were settled quickly 
over e-mail to everyone's satisfaction. It is 
hard to say how much the students ·were 
actually using the Vax for research purposes, 
but faculty in upper-year course who use 
computers, and, in particular, internet 
resources, in their teaching can now work on 
the assumption that all of their students have 
a basic competence in the area. 

This year we are introducing an 
electronic discussion group option. Students 
who have chosen this option will meet about 
once a month in a seminar room equipped 
withnetworked workstations and Interchange 
discussion software to take part in 
electronically mediated discussions. 

5)Audio-visual aids. 
This proved to be one of the most 

popular features of the course. Although 
most of our time was spent on the nitty
gritty analysis of texts, we tried as much as 
possible to draw on a wide range of analogies 
from other media. Students seemed to find 
these analogies illuminating; they also 
appreciated the variety they provided. 

6)Facilities. 

It is crucial that a course like this be 
offered in an appropriate room, with the 
proper facilities. Ideally, the room should 
have a seating capacity for approximately 
twice the number of students in the course. 
This allows you to keep the groups far enough 
apart that they don't interfere with one 
another and that the facilitators and 
instructors have easy access to them. One 
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feature of the room which proved very useful 
for discussions was that it had a single long 
table for each row of chairs. During the 
presentation and assignment segments of 
each workshop the students sat at their chairs 
and wrote at this table. This was known as 
"Table Mode." In the "Discussion" segment, 
thestudentsinthefirstrowofeachworkshop 
group sat on the tables -- now transformed 
into benches -- while facing their fellow 
group members. This was known as "Bench 
Mode." 

The room should also have basic audio
visual facilities which are easily accessible to 
the instructors. The room we used had an 
overhead projector, a slide carousel, a "black 
box" at the front of the room with a VCR, 
audio-tape player, and CD player. We hope 
to have CD-ROM facilities added soon. 

If you have any questions concerning 
English 205, please get in touch withmeatthe 
following address: 

Zailig Pollock 
Chair 
Department of English Literature 
Trent University 
Peterborough, Ontario 
K9J7B8 
(705)748-1732 (office) 
(705)748-1733 (secretary) 
(705)748-1823 (Fax) 

. ZPOLLOCK@TRENTU.CA 

Printed material -- the course syllabus 
and other material which we distribute to 
our students in their course binders -- is 
available on request. (Please send a large 
self-addressed stamped envelope.) Material 
will also be posted throughout the year on 
GOPHER in the ENGLISH 205 subdirectory 
of ENGLISH. 
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Conference Considerations 

Ron Huebert, Dalhousie University 

The following is the text of a letter sent to Frank 
Davey by Ron Huebert, regarding the current 
direction of our conference programme. We 
appreciate Dr. Huebert's co-operation in giving 
us permission to reprint the letter here, as a way 
of hopefully beginning a consideration of the 
future of our conference. 

"I am writing, as I promised I would, to 
remind you of what I believe is a growing 
imbalance in the ACCUTE programme. In 
the last decade and more, a great many 
attractive categories have been added to our 
professional curriculum. These have resulted 
in many ACCUTE sessions on topics that 
would have been unthinkable even a 
generation ago: "Queer Disruptions," 
"Cultural Studies," "Reading Male," "First 
Nations Literature," and many more. As a 
pluralist, I applaud the greater flexibility in 
our sense of what it is we're up to. 

"As someone who spends most of his 
professional life teaching or reading about 
sixteenth and seventeenth-century authors, 
however, I can't help but feel that the 
historically "older" periods of literature are 
being squeezed either right off the ACCUTE 
map, or at least onto its margins. This year 
there were two "Early Modem" sessions, 
one on non-dramatic and one on dramatic 
literature, and there was third session on 
Early Modern Colonialism. But these three 
sessions had to" cover" not only Shakespeare, 
Donne and Milton, but everything else from 
the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. I 
believe there were no papers on Chaucer, or 
anything prior to Chaucer. 

"It seems to me that a great deal of the 
creative energy in our discipline over the 
past decade and more has been generated by 
scholars who work in the older literatures. I 
also believe, to judge by enrolment trends at 
this university in any case, that courses in 

Chaucer, Shakespeare and Renaissance 
literature are thriving. So I believe ACCUTE 
shouldbedoingwhatitcantoensurethatwe 
as late-twentieth-century readers keep in 
touch with our literary heritage, especially 
since this heritage is still very much a living 
part of our culture. 

"Let me make a practical suggestion 
that could help to address the problem I've 
raised. I suggest that, for the 1995 meetings, 
we plan two joint sessions, as follows: (1) a 
session sponsored jointly by ACCUTE and 
the Canadian Society for Renaissance Studies; 
and (2) a session sponsored jointly by 
ACCUTE and the Society for Canadian 
Medievalists. Both of these societies, I believe, 
are composed in large measure of runaway 
ACCUTE members. I think some of them 
would return to us, if we indicated that their 
work is valued inside ACCUTE. 

"I greatly enjoyed meeting you in 
Calgary. The Mountain Ranch Barbecue 
especially would have been a much less 
convivial event without you and your UWO 
colleagues. 

Yours, 
Ronald Huebert." 

President's Column 
The next few years seem likely to be extremely 
difficult ones for both our Association and 
many of its members. Despite increasing 
numbers of full-time members reaching 
retirement age, our graduate student 
members face a continuation of the present 
tight job market. Proposals already at 
discussion or implementation stage in some 
provinces to eliminate 'duplication' among 
universities, to 'rationalize' department 
structures, or to create new high-access low
cost degree programmes threaten to further 
limit employment prospects. These proposals 

/ 



also threaten the professional lives of many 
of our full-time members, by increasing class 
sizes or teaching hours, by limiting the 
opportunities and rewards for research, or 
by radically changing even more basic 
working conditions such as what kinds of 
courses we may teach. Such proposals, of 
course, like the British Columbia 
government's conversion of various 
university-affiliated colleges into 
autonomous "university colleges" or the 
Ontario government's August 1994 position 
paper "Sustaining Quality in Changing 
Times: Funding Ontario Universities," affect 
the entirety of those institutions and not just 
teachers of English. Their impact, however, 
falls particularly painfully on a large and 
productive discipline such as English, and 
the pain comes not only from the potential 
damage to individual careers but also from 
that to educational programmes which, over 
recentdecades,have brought both individual 
satisfaction and flexible career preparation 
to hundreds of thousands of Canadian 
students. 

At the national level, both the recent 
appointments to the SSHRCC board and the 
council's policy statements suggest that 
assistance to individual researchers, learned 
societies, and learned journals may soon 
become even more difficult to obtain and 
less adequate than in past years. This spring 
ACCUTE's own operating grant from 
SSHRCC was extended for one year, with 
those of other institutional recipients, while 
the Council reconsidered its granting 
policies. This extension was particularly 
awkward for us, since because of rising 
membership we could have reasonably 
expected a larger grant for the next three 
years had the previous granting formula 
remained in place. We must now at very 
least maintain our memberships at current 
levels in order to protect our grant prospects. 
For our journal, English Studies in Canada, 
which had been denied SSHRC support in 
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the previous grant cycle, and which also 
anticipated being able to make a strong 
application this year, the extension in effect 
extended three years of financial hardship. 
SSHRCC funding for the Humanities 
Federation's Assistance to Scholarly 
Publication programme has become so 
inadequate in proportion to the numbers of 
worthy applications received that some 
manuscripts approved for subsidy must now 
have publication delayed until funds become 
available. 

Within ACCUTE itself the most 
serious difficulties we face concern the the 
Association's ability to represent the full 
range of interests of its membership. 
ACCUTE's openness to graduate student 
participation together with the growth of 
small societies within our profession -- both 
of which are things which the current 
executive strongly supports--appear to have 
had the unfortunate consequences of 
reducing the participation in ACCUTE of 
full-time members and the number of papers 
on pre-twentieth-century literature 
submitted to our annual conference. As can 
be seen by the announcements in this 
newsletter, of 13 proposals for member
organized sessions ACCUTE has received 
for the 1995 Learneds, only 6 have come 
from full-time faculty members. To a large 
extent, ACCUTE is a reflection of the 
activities, commitments, and energies of its 
members. For ACCUTE to bean organization 
in which all members can see something of 
themselves reflected back to them (which I 
take to be an ideal implicit in Ronald 
Huebert's letter published elsewhere in this 
issue), and in which members with differing 
specializations caninteractwithone another, 
it needs contributions from all areas of its 
membership. 

What can be done? Regarding the 
various bureaucratic efforts to reduce the 
complexity of university teaching, to separate 
scholarship from undergraduate education, 
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and to pretend to the public that 'quality' 
postsecondary institutions can be built on 
overworked teachers with insufficient time 

· to keep informed of developments in their 
disciplines, the executive hopes that a great 
deal can be done. ACCUTE will respond, by 
letter or by presentations at public hearings, 
to all such initiatives that are brought to its 
attention. The executive hopes that individual 
members will make similar representations 
in their own provinces, and to that end will 
makeavailablecopiesofitsowninterventions 
to any members who request them. At the 
very least the charade that reductions in 
course options, in student contact with 
faculty, and in faculty research time will 
create 'improved' postsecondary 
educational systems can and must be 
exposed. 

In the particular cases of unilateral 
changes to the working conditions of many 
of our college colleagues in British Columbia 
and Alberta, ACCUTE's response will 
depend largely on the advice it receives from 
those colleagues. In British Columbia the 
difficulties involve colleges that, under the 
sponsorship of the provinces' three 
universities, developed in the 1980s third
andfourth-yearprogrammes that led to UBC, 
UVIC, or SFU degrees. As we understand 
the history of this initiative, joint committees 
were established by the colleges and their 
sponsoring universities to ensure that existing 
and new faculty had theresearchqualificatios 
appropriate to the teaching of the new 
courses. As a condition of accepting the 
courses for degree credit, the universities 
insisted that the colleges give the instructors 
workloads and remuneration consistent with 
ongoing research responsibility. In the last 
two years, however, most of these colleges 
have been cut loose from the universities 
and converted into autonomous degree
granting "university colleges" -- effectively 
depriving the newly-hired or accredited 
faculty of the protection of the universities' 

degree standards. Faculty working 
conditions are now, as far as ACCUTE can 
determine, within the control of the provincial 
ministry of Skills, Training and Labour and 
the individual university college. The British 
Columbia Minister of Skills, Training and 
Labour, Dan Miller (the new university
colleges, unlike British Columbia's 
universities, have been created under this 
ministry rather than the Ministry of 
Education), in response to ACCUTE's 
inquiry, has told us both that he wishes the 
new institutions' degree programmes to be 
"internationally recognized for their 
strengths" and that their faculty "will not be 
required to carry out research." In Alberta, a 
different situation appears to be evolving in 
which the government may encourage both 
private and public institutions to launch 
new degree programmes, possibly on a 
contract basis, at a lower cost than existing 
university programmes. I urge our colleagues 
in both provinces, especially those directly 
affected, to keep in contact with us, and help 
us to respond appropriately and effectively. 

Given the large federal deficit, and the 
way in which education, scholarly research, 
and the arts have been constructed in recent 
years as rivals of social programmes for 
federal dollars, improvements in SSHRCC 
funding are going to be difficult to obtain. 
ACCUTE hopes to strengthen the work that 
the Canadian Federation for the Humanities 
does in Ottawa on our behalf, and to develop 
arguments that will at least arrest the decline 
in humanities research funding. 

As for ACCUTE's internal stresses, I 
personally hope that these can becomes a 
source of new energy rather than of 
dissatisfaction. There is a special need at this 
time for ACCUTE to maintain its 
membership levels and the commitment of 
members. The executive wants it known that 
all areas of the membership are important to 
it, and that their participation in the 
association is vital to its continuing 



effectiveness. ACCUTE is one of the few 
institutional opportunities many of us have 
to break down the specialist isolation of the 
fields which we teach. Within its own 
physical limits, this newsletter is open to the 
comments and contributions of all members. 
We hope in the next two years to hear from 
many of you. 

Grad Rep's Column 
Jackie Heslop, University of Victoria 

This is my second contribution to the 
ACCUTE newsletter, and I am pleased to 
have a few items of importance to discuss. 
First, I would like to announce that, as a 
result of an attempt to better represent 
students in ACCUTE, we now have student 
campus representatives at the universities of 
Alberta, Guelph, McGill and Western. There 
are still plenty of spots to be filled. The 
position entails very little effort: the main 
purpose for the time being is to establish a 
network of ACCUTE student reps across 
Canada that would enable a broad sharing of 
graduate student concerns. If you are willing 
to become involved as a student 
representative, please contact me via mail or 
(preferably) e-mail at the address given 
below. 

I will take the opportunity of this space 
to include a shameless plug for the upcoming 
Pedagogy and Politics Conference hosted by 
the Graduate students of English at UVic. 
The conference will address issues pertinent 
to teachers of English, both current and 
future. Featured speakers include Len 
Findlay, Shirley Neuman, Heather Murray 
andACCUTE president Frank Davey. Fifteen 
of ourstudentcolleagues will present papers, 
all of which promise to be stimulating. The 
conference takes place from September 30 to 
October 2 a UVic; please contact me for 
further information and registration 
. instructions. 
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Speaking of conferences, as this month's 
newsletter contains the official call for papers 
for the 1995 AC CUTE conference, this would 
seem the appropriate time to say a few words 
about getting your work accepted at 
conferences. Having read stacks of proposals 
myself, I'd like to share some observations 
about what seems to work and what does 
not. These suggestions are largely addressed 
to those who have had little experience in 

. submitting proposals to conferences. 
Conferences are good opportunities to 

have your work heard outside your own 
insular readership. They can be very 
rejuvenating: the discussions that often take 
place can be exciting and can even pull you 
out of a thesis-writing slump. 

Keep your eye on the postings in your 
department and send proposals to as many 
conferences as are relevant to your work. Do 
not, however, write one proposal, photocopy 
it and send it everywhere. This tactic will be 
immediately apparent to the conference 
reading committee and is almost guaranteed 
to have your paper turned down. Rather, 
tailor your proposal to the agenda of each 
specific conference. If the call for papers asks 
for a complete paper, do not, heaven forbid, 
send in a paper "as is" written for a course, 
especially with the professor's comments 
and grade still on it. You will be turned down 
for lack of effort. 

Follow very closely the guidelines given 
in the call for papers in regard to deadlines, 
number of copies, format, title page, other 
requirements such as bio-bibliographical 
information and, most importantly, word 
limit. (The guidelines for the ACCUTE 
conference are given in the June issue.) If you 
are sending an abstract of your paper, be as 
clear and concise as possible. Keeping within 
the word limit is particularly important here 
as conference organizers often will need to 
include your abstract in proposals for 
funding. Thereadingcommitteeis(probably) 
not looking for fancy jargon, but rather for an 
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interesting idea, a clear thesis statement and 
an indication of where your argument will 
lead. (The criteria given in ACCUTE's June 
newsletter are exemplary.) In other words, 
put some effort into your abstract; most 
professors are · happy to give you some 
feedback before you send it off. 

If you include a cover letter with your 
proposal be sure it, too, is well written. No 
matter how beautifully written your paper 
or abstract, a hastily scribbled cover letter 
can be a turn-off. If you want to keep the 
conference organizers on your good side, be 
sure to include a current and complete return 
address with your cover letter and (unless 
they are doing a blind reading) with your 
abstract. This may seem obvious, but it is 
surprising how many people don't think 
about it. I wasted a great deal of time and 
long-distance telephone money trying to find 
proper addresses, postal codes, etc. If your 
address is soon to change (as students' often 
are) be sure to let the conference committee 
know ASAP. E-mail is a wonderful thing, 
but unless you have a casual query, it is 
usually best to communicate via old
fashioned post. Conference organizers often 
need things in writing and with signatures; 
do not leave it up to them to download and 
print. Some of these suggestions may seem 
petty, but putting effort into your proposal, 
following guidelines and giving a complete 
address will save the committee extra work. 

Finally, if after all this, your paper is 
not accepted, do not despair. If you've 
followed the criteria and submitted a well 
written proposal, it may have been turned 
down because of heavy competition or 
because the committee didnotfindittopically 
suitable for any of their sessions. Seriously 
consider any suggestions conference readers 
might make. They may suggest you send itto 
other conferences or, if they feel it is 
unsuitable for oral delivery, to publications. 

As Michael Keefer's article in the June 

newsletter on "Employment Prospects in 
English Studies" shows, the academic job 
market is depressingly competitive. It is, 
therefore, very important that we have 
conference papers on our c.v.'s. I hope you 
find these suggestions -- both big and small 
-- of some use. Good luck. 

Please feel free to contact me regarding 
any issues you feel are relevant to ACCUTE, 
especially where they may intersect with 
graduate students and our future careers. 

Jackie Heslop 
Department of English 
University of Victoria 
POBox3070 
Victoria, BC V8W 3Wl 
jheslop@uvvm.uvic.ca. 

Conference 1995 

Call for Papers 

The 1995 ACCUTE Conference will be hosted 
by the Universite du Quebec a Montreal 
fromMay29 to June 1. As always, the nature 
and the quality of our conference depends 
on our members: AC CUTE 1995 will only be 
as good as the papers you submit. 

ACCUTE members are invited, then, 
to submit papers or proposals for 
consideration for the conference program; 
the final deadline for submissions is 
November 15, 1993. 

If you are responding to our general 
call for papers, please send three copies of 
your paper or proposal to the ACCUTE 
office at the University of Western Ontario; 
if you are responding to the organizer of a 
proposed special session, please send two 
copies of your paper or proposal directly to 
the organizer (who will forward them to the 



ACCUTEofficebymid-December).Ineither 
case, please include as well a brief abstract 
(not more than a paragraph in length). Each 
copy of your paper or proposal should also 
be accompanied by a cover page containing 
the following information: your name (in the 
form LAST, FIRST), address, phone and fax 
numbers, and a 5-10 line bio-bibliographical 
note. 

Unless otherwise indicated by the 
organizer of a proposed special session, 
proposals should be at least 2-3 double
spaced pages inlength, and completed papers 
must not be longer than 12-13 pages double
spaced (20 minutes speaking time). In order 
to permit blind reviewing by assessors, the 
papers and proposals themselves should 
contain no indication of the authors identity. 

Please note that you must be a paid-up 
member of the Association for your 
submission to be considered for presentation 
at the ACCUTE Conference. And please do 
not double-submit: members who do so will 
be asked to choose which paper or proposal 
they would like to have sent to the assessors. 
TheACCUTEofficewilldoeverythingwithin 
its power to ensure that papers or proposals 
submitted in response to the general call for 
papers and those submitted to the organizers 
of special sessions have an equal chance of 
being included in the conference program. 
(The former are read by two specialist 
assessors as well as by the President of 
ACCUTE; the latter are passed on by the 
organizer to the ACCUTE office, where they 
will be read by at least two people, including 
the President and if possible a second 
specialist reader.) 

Assessors will be asked to judge each 
paper or proposal according to the following 
criteria: 
+ its importance and originality as a work 

of scholarship, a contribution to 
. theoretical understanding, or an 

assessment of issues that are ( or should 
be) currently under debate among us; 
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+ its argumentative coherence, interpretive 
subtlety, and rhetorical or writerly 
elegance; 

+ itssuitabilityfororaldeliverywithin the 
allotted time; 

+ the skill with which it makes its 
specialized concerns accessible to an 
audience many or most of whom will 
not be specialists in the area under 
consideration. 

When making final decisions about the 
programme, the conference organizers 
consider the readers reports, the necessity of 
including a range of period, genre, national, 
theoretical and critical interests on the 
programme, and the ways in which the papers 
can be intelligently coupled in sessions. 

Decisions will be announced in 
February, and a draft version of the program 
will appear in the March issue of the A CC UTE 
Newsletter. 

"Producing English in Quebec" 

The joint sessions this year of ACCUTE 
and the Association for Canadian and 
Quebec Literatures will focus on the 
conditions of production of English
language writing in Quebec. Papers are 
welcome on any genre, on individual 
writers, on arts funding, on critical 
reception, or on the roles of institutions 
such as universities and publishing 
houses. Papers are also welcome on 
linguistic questions. 

Proposals should be 2-3 pages in 
length, final papers no more than 12 
pages (for 20-minute presentation). Two 
copies of the proposal must be received 
by November15either by ACQL/ ALCQ 
(Susan Rudy Dorscht, President, 
Department of English, University of 
Calgary, Calgary AB T2N 1N4) or by 
ACCUTE. Please indicate on your cover 
page that you are submitting to the 
ACQL/ ACCUTE joint session. 
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Proposals for Member-Organized 
Sessions 

The following member-organized sessions 
have been proposed for the 1995 conference. 
Submissions of proposals or completed 
papers for these sessions should be sent 
directly to the organizer(s). Two copies of 
the submission must be received by the 
organizer(s) by November 15, 1994. The 
organizer(s) must forward the names and 
institutional affiliations from all submissions 
received to the ACCUTE office by November 
18, 1994. The organizer(s) must forward all 
submissions, accompanied by written 
assessments (with copy on disk if possible) 
and a suggested structure for the proposed 
session, to the ACCUTE office by December 
15, 1994. 

Romanticism and the Experience of 
Freedom 

In the Encyclopedia, Hegel remarked that "no 
idea is so generally recognized as indefinite, 
ambiguous, and open to the greatest 
misconceptions (to which therefore it actually 
falls a victim) as the idea of Preedom: none in 
common currency with so little appreciation 
of its meaning." As the re-politicization of 
romantic studies unfolds, the meaning of 
freedom has become a pressing issue because 
the question of freedom was being asked in 
almost every venue of public and private 
life. Since the notion of freedom is deployed 
as frequently in reactionary discourses as it 
is in those of progressive emancipation, this 
panel addresses a wide variety of Romantic 
texts including the literature associated with 
anti-slavery and the struggle for domestic 
and sexual freedom, the text tied directly to 
Jacobin or Anti-Jacobin politics, as well as 
the more theoretical attempts to deal with 
the issue in the realm of aesthetics or 
philosophy. Whatever the locus of 
discussion, this panel is primarily interested 

in those papers which either illustrate the 
ambiguity of the idea of freedom and its 
potential disintegration, or demonstrate the 
laborious attempts to locate or consolidate it 
in the face of this danger. Two copies of 
proposals or papers accompanied by a brief 
abstract and bio-bibliographical sketch 
should be sent by November 15, 1994 to 
Daniel O'Quinn 
Department of English 
Cornell University 
250 Goldwin Smith Hall 
Ithaca, NY USA 14953-3201. 

Special Session on Adele Wiseman 
Wanted for a special session at the 1995 
AC CUTE conference in Montreal: papers on 
any aspect of Adele Wiseman's work or 
comparisons/ contrasts with other 
Canadian/Jewish writers. Please send two 
copies of your talk or proposal with a brief 
abstract and bio-bibliographical sketch by 
November 15, 1994 to 
Elizabeth Greene 
Department of English 
Queen's University 
Kingston, ON K7L 3N6 
fax: 6.13 545-6872. 

"The Electronic Word" 

Digital reproduction and electronically 
mediated means of communication promise 
to have as great an impact on literary studies 
as that wrought by the printing press and 
movable type. Electronic texts have the 
potential to displace not only the printed 
book, but the concepts of authorship, 
readership, exegesis and copyright which it 
subtends. Submissions are invited which 
address any aspect of electronic textuality. 
Possible topics include: the cultural and 
political ramifications of the printed book, 
the place of computer-mediated 
communication in the classroom, the relation 
of hypertext fiction and poetry to non-linear 
printed texts, the scholarly validity of online 
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academic journals, the effacement of the 
body, race and gender in email and listserv 
dialogue, the new modes of literary 
production opened up by desktop publi~hing 
and electronic distribution, and the changing 
roles of the author and reader in the age of 
digital reproduction. Two copies of 
completed papers or proposals, accompanied 
by a brief abstract and a one-paragraph bio
bibliographical sketch should be sent by 
November 15, 1994 to 
Christopher Keep 
Department of English 
Queen's University 
Kingston, ON K7L 3N6 
email: keepc@qucdn.queensu.ca 

Bibliotherapy 

The organizer of this session invites 
submissions on any aspect of Bibliotherapy, 
theoretical or practical. Papers could consider 
the question, "What is bibliotherapy?" or 
provide examples and analyses of how 
bibliotherapy can or has been used in 
literature courses. The proposed session will 
likely take the form of three 15-minutepapers 
followed by 20 minutes of discussion. Please 
address proposals or enquiries to 
Stephen Bonnycastle 
Department of English and Philosophy 
Royal Military College 
Kingston, Ontario K7K 5LO. 

War and Gender 

From Virginia Woolf to Karl Theweleit,critics 
ofwarandmilitarizedculturehaveidentified 
the role of war in the establishment of gender 
meanings. Papers are invited for a special 
member-organized session on this topic that 
would extend our understanding of the 
intersections of war and militarist discourse 
with gender, in literature and other cultural 
texts. Studies in this area might address the 
following as they are related to gender: the 
metaphorization of violence; the 
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specularization of war; technologies of war; 
the psychosexual character of war; the 
treatment of time; memory and bearing 
witness; subject positions and war; war and 
identity (feminist, gay, lesbian, nationalist, 
ethnic, racial);homosocial bonding and war; 
bodies (politic, physical, idealized, etc.) and 
war; patriotism; pacifism; war and 
imperialism. Papers with a Euro-American 
or non-Euro-American focus are welcome. 
Submissions in the form of two copies of 
either a detailed proposal (2 pages) or a 
substantially completed paper (10 pages) 
accompanied by a brief abstract and a brief 
bio-bibliographical sketch, should be sent 
by November 15, 1994 to 
Donna Coates or Janet MacArthur 
Dept of English Dept of English 
Univ of Calgary Okanagan Univ College 
2500 University Dr NW 3333 College Way 
Calgary,AB 12N1N4 Kelowna,BC V1V1V7 
email: dcoates@acs.ucalgary.ca. 

Proposed Session on Biography 

Why is it that more often than not theorists 
and critics of biography are themselves 
biographers, yet most literary critics are not 
"creative" writers and most critics of 
autobiography arenotautobiographers? This 
disparity points to an interesting 
phenomenon in the way we, as critics, use 
and study biography. This session will 
explore various historical and critical 
approaches to the study ofbiography. Papers 
including, but not limited to, the following 
topics are solicited: the usefulness of subject 
theories to the study of biography; the 
influence of biography /biographical 
techniques on literature proper; the practice 
and history of feminist biography; critical 
readings of pre-18th century biographies. 
(Papers by non-biographers are especially 
encouraged.) Please send two copies of your 
paper (10-12 pages /20-minute reading time) 
or 2-page proposal, accompanied by a brief 
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abstract and a brief bio-bibliographical 
sketch, by November 15, 1994 to 
Kathryn Harvey 
Department of English 
3-5 Humanities Centre 
University of Alberta 
Edmonton, AB T6G 2E5 
email: harveyk@gpu.srv.ualberta.ca. 

Domestic Violence in Victorian 
Literature 

How was domestic violence represented, 
discussed, or obscured in Victorian texts? 
How did readers and/ or critics respond to 
representations of domestic violence? We 
invite studies of poetry, fiction, drama, 
journalism, bookandnewspaperillustration, 
prose non-fiction or any other genre; all 
theoretical approaches are welcome. Please 
send two copies of the paper or proposal, 
brief abstract and brief bio-bibliographical 
sketch by November 14, 1994 to 
Lisa Surridge 
Department of English 
University of Victoria 
PO Box 3070 MS 7236 
Victoria, BC V8W 3Wl 
fax: 604 721-6498 
phone: 604 721-7269 
email: lsurridg@uvvm.uvic.ca. 

The Linguistics of Literariness and the 
Legacy of Paul de Man 

This session will focus on the work of Paul de 
Man and onhis still powerful, yet increasingly 
controversial, place in English studies. 
Submissions are invited for papers that 
examine any aspect of de Man's theoretical 
work, including relatively untested areas 
like" aesthetic ideology" or de Man's relation 
to explicitly political practices like feminism 
and Marxism. Submissions geared towards 
more timely issues like the recent backlash 
against de Man or the relevance I irrelevance 
of linguistically oriented modes of inquiry 

for 1' cultural studies" are also welcome. 
Please send two copies of your paper or 
detailed proposals, with a short abstract and 
a brief bio-bibliography, by November 15, 
1994 to 
Peter Babiak 
Department of English 
York University 
4700 Keele Street 
North York, ON M3J 1P3. 

Feminine Subject Positions in 
Contemporary Native Canadian 
Literature 

The organizer is proposing a cross-genre 
study exploring feminine subject positions 
in contemporary Native Canadian novels, 
poetry and drama. How does the application 
of contemporary feminist, deconstructionist 
and postcolonial literary theory open up 
new ways of seeing theexploded,fragmented 
or multivocal subject in recent Native 
writing? Please submit two copies of papers 
10 to 12 pages in length accompanied by a 
brief abstract and a brief biographical sketch 
by November 15, 1994 to 
Winifred M. Mellor 
Dept of English Language & Literature 
Memorial University of Newfoundland 
St. John's, NF AlC 557 
phone: 709 753-5676. 

"I Confess": Self-Exposure and Self
Flagellation in Victorian Literature 

Spattered ... no, ... awash! Victorian literature 
is awash with tears of guilt. And one of the 
reasonsisthatDr.Frankenstein, Trilby, Tess 
and the rest often seem so ready, anxious 
even, to confess what they see as their sins. 
The Victorian readership no doubt also got 
more than a pious satisfaction from fingering 
the pages of these long, detailed descriptions 
of moral corruption and confession. This 
session invites work considering confessions 
as acts of pleasure or release not only for 
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characters within Victorian literature, but 
also for Victorian and later readers. Any 
theoretical or methodological orientation will 
be considered for this session, including 
recent approaches in lesbian and gay theory, 
legal theory and theories of shame. Please 
send two copies of your paper or proposal, 
accompanied by a brief abstract and a brief 
bio-bibliographicalsketch, by November 15, 
1994 to 
Dennis Denisoff 
Department of English 
McGill University 
853 Sherbrooke St. West 
Montreal, PQ H3A 2T6. 

Christianity and Critical Theory 

Submissions are invited for a special session 
on "Christianity and Critical Theory." Papers 
that engage a Christian world view with the 
application of any contemporary critical 
theory to literary textual analysis are 
especially welcome. Two copies of 
completed papers or proposals and a brief 
bio-bibliographical sketch should be sent by 
November 15, 1994 to 
Deborah Bowen or 
Dept of English 
University of Ottawa 
175 Waller 
Ottawa, ON 
KlN6N5 

Irwin Streight 
Dept of English 
Queen's University 
Kingston, ON 
K7L3N6 
fax: 613 545-6872 

New Perspectives on East Coast Writing/ 
Perspectives on New East Coast Writing 

The reputation of the writing of Canada's 
east coast tends to be dominated by static 
images of pastoralism a la Green Gables or of 
gritty contemporary realism. This session is 
intended to go beyond those images to 
explore the diversity of work by and on 
writers in some ':Vay associated with the 
Atlantic Provinces. Contributions may be 
predominantly theoretical, exploring, for 
instance, the relationship between "writing" 
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and the terms" Atlantic," "Maritime," "east 
coast"; the position in the Canadian canon of 
writers/wdting in the area; or the 
construction of the east coast as a margin. 
They may provide alternative approaches to 
established writers, or approaches to 
alternative writers--writers marginal to the 
Canadian canon or currently emerging on 
the east coast scene. Please send two copies 
of either completed papers (no more than 10 
pages double-spaced) or 2-3 page proposals, 
with a brief abstract and bio-bibliographical 
sketch by November 15, 1994 to 
Dr. Herb Wyile 
Department of English 
3-5 Humanities Centre 
University of Alberta 
Edmonton, AB T6G 2E5 
email: hywile@vm. ucs. ualberta.ca. 

The Spectres of Narrative 

After announcements on the end ( of history, 
feminism, communism, the world), spectres 
haunttheruinsofnarrative.Submissionsare 
invited for a special session that theorizes, 
considers the conditions for the emergence 
of, or sets a historical precedent for spectral 
narratives. Submissions can take the form of 
2-3 page proposals or completed papers and 
range in subject matter from films such as 
Ghost and Truly, Madly, Deeply to novels like 
Toni Morrison's Beloved and Jane Urquhart's 
Changing Heaven to theoretical works such as 
Jacques Derrida's Spectres de Marx. Please 
send two copies of completed papers or 2-3 
page proposals, accompanied by a brief 
abstract and bio-bibliographical sketch by 
November 15, 1994 to 
Marlene Goldman or Teresa Heffernan 
Department of English 
University of Toronto 
7 King's College Circle 
Toronto, ON M5S lAl 
fax: 416 597-9554 
email: hefferna@epas.utoronto.ca. 
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Conferences/Calls for Papers 

POSTSCRIPT: A Journal of Graduate 
Criticism and Theory is soliciting papers for 
a forthcoming special issue on Gender
Bending/Representation of the Body. 
Suggested topics include, but are not limited 
to, cross-dressing, androgyny, and sex
appropriation. Other papers are welcomed 
for the Fall 1994 issue. Please make 
submissions by October 1, 1994 to: 
POSTSCRIPT, Managing Editors 
Box 50, Science Building 
Memorial University of Newfoundland 
St. John's, NF AlC 557. 

Trash: Class, Culture and Waste in America, 
the 31st Conference of the Canadian 
Association for American Studies, will be 
held in Vancouver, October 19-21, 1995. This 
interdisciplinary conference will address 
what is disposable, repressed, impure or 
generally considered junk in American 
culture and society, 1607 to the present. 
Individual abstracts of 500 words or 
proposals for panels should be submitted by 
March 1, 1995. For more information or two 
make a submission, contact: 
Sandra Tome or Michael Zeitlin 
Department of English 
#397-1873 East Mall 
University of British Columbia 
Vancouver, BC V6T lZl 
phone: 604 822-4097 
fax: 604 822-6906 
email: mzeitlin@unixg.ubc.ca. 

A conference entitled "Sense of Place: Re
evaluating Regionalism in Canadian and 
American Writing" will be held October 13-
15, 1995 at the University of Alberta. Papers 
that examine canonicity, address issues of 
race and gender, and/or employ a 
comparative approach are especially 
encouraged. The conference program will 
include plenary speakers who have 
published extensively in the area as -well as 
a round-table discussion with local writers 
and a panel of regional playwrights. One-

page proposals should be sent to the 
organizers by January 10, 1995. Name and 
address (including e-mail address if possible) 
should be provided in a cover letter and 
should not appear on the proposal. Contact: 
Karen Overbye and/ or Christian Riegel 
Department of English 
University of Alberta 
Edmonton, AB T6G 2E5 
fax: 403 492-8142 
email: criegel@gpu.srv.ualberta.ca or 

koverbye@gpu.srv.ualberta.ca. 

A conference called Expanding the Canon: 
New Dimensions in English Renaissance 
StudieswillbeheldatMcMasterUniversity, 
November 18, 1994. Papers will explore 
neglected areas of English writings, 1560-
1625, such as lesser known dramatic, poetic, 
and prose works, travel literature, emblem 
books, women's writings, masques, and 
popular culture. The plenary speaker will be 
Jean Howard, and the respondent, Paul 
Stevens. For more information contact: 
Dr. Mary Silcox or Dr. Helen Ostovich 
Department of English 
McMaster University 
Hamilton, ON L8S 4L9 
email: ostovich@mcmaster.ca. 

A conference entitled Culture and 
Colonialism: Gender, Economics, Cultural 
Production will be held at University College 
Galway,Ireland,June22-25, 1995. We invite 
proposals for papers to be given at this 
interdisciplinary conference, the second in a 
series of conferences on topics relating to 
colonialism. The aim of the conference is to 
think through the inter-relations of culture, 
gender and economics under colonialism, 
and to encourage interdisciplinary contacts 
among those working in the fields of 
economics, women's studies, literature, 
history, sociology and politics. Papers should 
be no longer than 20 minutes, and should 
address some aspect of the relationships 
between the themes of the title. Possible 
sessionheadings might include: gender, class 
and nationalism; famine: economics, gender, 
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representation; representing the colonial 
body; gendering in neocolonialism; the 
culture of 'development'; imperialism and 
economic discourse; historiography and 
'subaltern' cultural practice; modernisation 
and nationalism. Abstracts of papers (no 
more than 500 words) should be sent before 
October 31, 1994 to: 
Dr. Elizabeth Tilley 
Department of English 
University College Galway 
Ireland 
phone: 353-091-24411 
fax:353-091-24102 
email: elizabeth. tilley@ucg.ie. 

Submissions are invited for volume 3 (Spring 
1995) of Double Jester: A Journal of Institutional 
and Pedagogical Issues, produced by students 
in the Department of English, University of 
Toronto. Previous issues have featured 
essays, interviews and reviews by students, 
professors, and private scholars touching 
subjects such as feminist pedagogy, SSHRC 
and students, teaching theory, and the 
seminar form. Deadline for submissions 
(3000 words maximum) is January 1, 1995. 
For more information contact: 
Corey Coates 
Department of English 
7 King's College Circle 
University of Toronto 
Toronto, ON M5S lAl 
email: ccoates@epas.utoronto.ca. 

The English Department of the Universite de 
Montreal is holding an international 
colloquium on American Modernism from 
June 15-17, 1995. This interdisciplinary 
conference will run concurrently with an 
exhibit at the Canadian Centre for 
Architecture which is entitled "Scenes de la 
vie future: images et modeles de l' Amerique 
dans !'architecture Europeene, 1893-1960." 
Papers may address any facet of American 
Modernism. We invite revisions of the canon 
(Loy, Barnes, McAlmon ... ); re-evaluations 
(of Pound, Eliot, Stein, Hemingway ... }, 
recoveries (the Harlem Renaissance, Millay's 
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feminism ... }, Americans in Paris and the 
French in New York, Canadian and 
specifically Quebecois views on the various 
receptions of American Modernism, from 
.the earliest to the most recent. As the focus of 
this conference is interdisciplinary, we would 
encourage papers which position authors, 
artists, urban planners, as well as 
methodologies in relation to each other and 
within their particular social and cultural 
contexts. Papers should be approximately 
30 minutes in length and abstracts ( of 300-
500 words) must be submitted by December 
15, 1994 to 
Jay Bochner 
Departement d' etudes anglaises 
Universite de Montreal 
CP 6128, Succursale A 
Montreal, Quebec H3C 3J7 
phone: 514 281-8001 
fax: 514 343-6443 
email: amermod@ere.umontreal.ca. 

Wanted for a book on Adele Wiseman: 
Essays on any aspect of Wiseman's work, 
including comparisons with other writers 
and explorations of Wiseman' s place within 
Canadian, feminist or Jewish literary 
tradition. Deadline for essays is October 1, 
1994. Please send submissions to: 
Elizabeth Greene 
Department of English 
Queen's University 
Kingston, ON K7L 3N6 
fax: 613 545-6872. 

The ABC at the Learned Societies in 
Montreal: The Association for Bibliotherapy 
in Canada will be holding a two-day 
conference in conjunction with the Learned 
Societies meetings at the University of Quebec 
in Montreal, on June 1st and 2nd, 1995. You 
are invited to submit a proposal for a paper 
or a workshop. The theme of our conference 
will be "Recognizing the Other -- Extending 
the Self through Reading." You are welcome 
to submit proposals on other aspects of 
bibliotherapy and reader response. Papers 
should not take more than twenty minutes to 
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deliver, followed by about ten minutes of 
discussion. Workshops could take up to an 
hour. Submissions should arrive by February 
1st, 1995, and you will be notified by March 
1st if your proposal has been accepted. The 
Chair of the Program Committee is Joseph 
Gold. Please send your proposal (300 - 800 
words) or completed paper to 
Stephen Bonnycastle 
Department of English and Philosophy 
Royal Military College 
Kingston, Ontario K7K 5LO 
fax: 613-542-5055 
email: bonnycastle-s@rmc.ca. 

Donald Lawrence and Will Garrett-Petts seek 
contributions to Integrating Visual and 
Verbal Literacies, a projected anthology. 
The editors intend the anthology to explore 
the proposition that recent developments in 
arttheory,media studies, and cultural studies 
make discussion of purely verbal literacy 
highly problematic. Proposals and 
submissions are welcomed in three areas: 
1. The changing rhetorical situation: 
Submissions on arts literacy in Canada; The 
Rhetoric of Visual Literacy; Spectator and 
Reader: changing conventions of reading 
and seeing. 
2. Pedagogical Implications: Submissions 
on media studies; Teaching Literature and 
the Visual Arts Together; Interdisciplinarity 
and the Universities. 
3. Image/Text Encounters: Submissions 
relating to travel literature; the photo-essay 
and the documentary tradition; "Prose 
Pictures" and "Visual Narratives". 
Those wishing further information may 
contact the editors via e-mail 
(petts@cariboo.bc.ca) or FAX 604-828-5086. 
Substantially completed papers should be 
received by January 1, 1995. Please send all 
materials to 
W.F. Garrett-Petts 
English and Modem Languages Department 
The University College of the Cariboo 
900 College Drive 
P.O. Box 3010 
Kamloops, B.C. V2C 5N3. 

News of Members 

George Elliott CLARKE (Duke) has 
published his third volume of poetry, Lush 
Dreams, Blue Exile (Porters Lake, NS: 
Pottersfield Press, 1994). He has accepted a 
position teaching English at Duke University 
in North Carolina beginning Fall 1994. 

Isobel GRUNDY (Alberta) has published a 
scholarly edition of Eliza Fenwick's radical 
novel, Secresy, or The Ruin on the Rock (1795: 
Broadview, 1994). 

Anthony HARDING (Saskatchewan) is co
editor, with Lisa Low (Pace University), of 
Milton, the Metaphysicals, and Romanticism 
(Cambridge University Press, 1994). He also 
has a book forthcoming from University of 
Missouri Press, The Rececption of Myth in 
English Romanticism, and his essay 
"Imagination, Patriarchy, and Evil: Coleridge 
and Heidegger" will appear in Studies in 
Romanticism in 1995. 

Peter SCHWENGER (Mount St. Vincent) 
has published "Agrippa, or, the Apocalyptic 
Book" in SAQ 92.4 (1993): 617-26. His 
"America's Hiroshima, Hiroshima's 
America," co-authored with University of 
Washington Professor of Japanese John Treat, 
was published in a split-page format by 
Boundary 2, 21.1 (1994): 233-53. "Prospero's 
Books and the Visionary Page" appeared in 
Textual Practice 8.2 (1994): 268-78. His 
"Uncanny Reading" appeared in the June 
1994 issue of ESC. 

Jim SEXTON (Camosun) has published 
Aldous Huxley's Hearst Essays (Garland, 1994). 
His "Brave New World and the Rationalization 
of Industry" ESC 12.24 (1986) will be 
reprinted in Critical Essays on Aldous Huxley 
(G.K. Hall). His paper, "Now More Than Ever: 
Huxley's 'Lost Play"' will appear in Now 
More Than Ever: Proceedings of the Aldous 
Huxley Centenary Symposium (Peter Lang). 
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1995 Membership Form O New Member 

D Renewal 

Member's Name:----------~--------------

Academic Affiliation Information 

Professional Designation: 

D Professor 
D Assoc. Professor 
D Asst. Professor 
D Sessional Lecturer 
D Instructor 
D Retired Faculty 
O Grad. Student IT A 

D 

Address (use home address only if you are without 
academic affiliation): 

___________ Postal Code ____ _ 

Phone (wk): ______________ _ 

Phone (hm): _______ Fax: ______ _ 

E-Mail: _________________ _ 

Languages spoken (besides English): ______ _ 

I enclose (Please make cheque payable to ACCUTE - UWO and mail to Peter Auksi, 
Secretary-Treasurer, ACCUTE, Department of English, University of Western Ontario, 
London, ON N6A 3K7): 

O The regular membership fee of $65 

O The reduced fee of $30 (student I unemployed I underemployed I retired) 

O The household membership fee of $115 (2 memberships, one subscription to ESC) 

Second householder's name: ___________________ _ 

Second householder's professional designation: ____________ _ 

O The three-year membership fee (1995-97) of $175 

AC~UTE Membership Directory Information 
Please complete the information on research interests found overleaf, for use in the 1995 
ACCUTE Directory. The Directory is used mainly by colleagues seeking scholars to review 
books, prepare scholarly papers on special topics, and to evaluate manuscripts, grant 
applications, conference papers, and graduate student theses. In order to help colleagues 
locate specialists more easily, the 1995 Directory will list scholars categorically by primary 
area of research interest first. In addition, members may specify other categories in which 
they would feel comfortable performing professional tasks; these will be included in a 
secondary listing format. 
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Primary Listing (List only 1 area of specialization) 

List specialization by Period I Nationality I Genre first; include other areas (Theoretical 
Methodology, Culture I Gender Studies; Authors I Works, etc.) if necessary. 

Example: Modern British Drama; Feminist Theory, G.B. Shaw 

If you are applying for a household membership, please differentiate clearly between 
research interests for each member. 

Additional areas 

Periods I Nationalities I Genres ____________________ _ 

Culture I Gender Studies ______________________ _ 

Criticism I Theory I Methodology ___________________ _ 

Language I Linguistics ______________________ _ 

Pedagogy __________________________ ~ 

Authors I Works _________________________ _ 

Other ____________________________ _ 




